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1. Join the words. Write compound sentences about the 1. Join the words. Write compound sentences about the 
Egyptian vulture.
People call it a vulture.People call it a vulture.

and
butbut

Pesticides kill vultures.

the words. Write compound sentences about the the words. Write compound sentences about the 

It has got black It has got black 
and feathers.
butbut

I call it the 
Pharaoh’s chicken.



It is white.It is white.
and
butbut

It eats dead animals.

It has got an It has got an 
and orange face.

It eats old 
vegetables.vegetables.



It has excellent sight.It has excellent sight.
and
butbut

It has an orange face.

Power lines kill Power lines kill 
and them.
butbut

It can’t smell.



Example : Pesticides kill vultures and power lines kill Example : Pesticides kill vultures and power lines kill 
them too.

1. ____________________________________________________1. ____________________________________________________
2. ____________________________________________________
3. ____________________________________________________
4. ____________________________________________________4. ____________________________________________________
5. _______________________________________________________________

kill vultures and power lines kill kill vultures and power lines kill 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________



2. Look at the responses. Tick 2. Look at the responses. Tick 
Example: I like flying.
Me neither.Me neither.

1. I don’t like heights.
 So do l. So do l.

2. She doesn’t want to go. 
 Me too. Me too.

. Look at the responses. Tick [] or cross [  ] them.. Look at the responses. Tick [] or cross [  ] them.



3. I want to climb that mountain.3. I want to climb that mountain.
Me too.

4. They belong to the flying club.4. They belong to the flying club.
Neither do l.

want to climb that mountain.want to climb that mountain.

belong to the flying club.belong to the flying club.



5. I don’t want to get in that plane.5. I don’t want to get in that plane.
Me too.

6. Fatma climbed Mount Sinai last year.6. Fatma climbed Mount Sinai last year.
So did l.

5. I don’t want to get in that plane.5. I don’t want to get in that plane.

climbed Mount Sinai last year.climbed Mount Sinai last year.



3. Now correct the incorrect responses in Activity 2. 3. Now correct the incorrect responses in Activity 2. 
Write the statement and the response.
Example: I like flying. Me tooExample: I like flying. Me too
1. ____________________________________________________
2. ____________________________________________________2. ____________________________________________________
3. ____________________________________________________
4. ____________________________________________________

3. Now correct the incorrect responses in Activity 2. 3. Now correct the incorrect responses in Activity 2. 
Write the statement and the response.

. Me too.. Me too.
____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________



1. Circle the words that are not in alphabetical order. 1. Circle the words that are not in alphabetical order. 
Draw arrows  to show where the words
should be.should be.
Example: factory    famine    

1. rabbit river recycle road rock rubbish
_________________________________________

1. Circle the words that are not in alphabetical order. 1. Circle the words that are not in alphabetical order. 
Draw arrows  to show where the words

amine    farm    flood    forest

abbit river recycle road rock rubbish
_________________________________________



2. paper people pollution plastic population protect2. paper people pollution plastic population protect
___________________________________________________

3. destory dirt disaster disappear drought dump3. destory dirt disaster disappear drought dump
___________________________________________________

4. traffic tree truck tornado town tower4. traffic tree truck tornado town tower
___________________________________________________

5. sand shop shade stone storm sun
______________________________________________________________________________________________________

aper people pollution plastic population protectaper people pollution plastic population protect
___________________________________________________

dirt disaster disappear drought dumpdirt disaster disappear drought dump
___________________________________________________

4. traffic tree truck tornado town tower4. traffic tree truck tornado town tower
___________________________________________________
and shop shade stone storm sun
______________________________________________________________________________________________________



3. Complete the sentences.3. Complete the sentences.
1. They have been recycling plastic 

2. He has been driving a car 

3. He has been taking shorter showers 

have been recycling plastic since ____________

. He has been driving a car for ____________

. He has been taking shorter showers since ____________



4. We have been studying the environment 4. We have been studying the environment 
  __________
5. We have been supporting World Watch 5. We have been supporting World Watch 

6. She has been walking to school 

. We have been studying the environment since . We have been studying the environment since 

. We have been supporting World Watch for __________. We have been supporting World Watch for __________

. She has been walking to school since __________



7. I have been picking up litter 7. I have been picking up litter 

8. We have using energy-saving light bulbs 8. We have using energy-saving light bulbs 
  ________________

9. Farmers have been using pesticides 9. Farmers have been using pesticides 
   ________________   

. I have been picking up litter for ________________. I have been picking up litter for ________________

saving light bulbs forsaving light bulbs for

. Farmers have been using pesticides for . Farmers have been using pesticides for 



10. I have been re-using plastic bags 10. I have been re-using plastic bags 

11. He has been working at the factory 11. He has been working at the factory 

12. She has been keeping chickens 12. She has been keeping chickens 

using plastic bags since ____________using plastic bags since ____________

. He has been working at the factory for ____________. He has been working at the factory for ____________

. She has been keeping chickens since ____________. She has been keeping chickens since ____________




